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I've been a mechanic for many years and I've had hundreds of customers come into my shop
complaining about broken Ford door cables and latches. What happens is the door cables in
Ford Trucks F, F, F, Ranger and Ford Vans F, F, F have plastic ends that keep the cables
fastened in the door cable latches, and these ends corrode and break over time. When a person
goes to open the door, they will lift up on the door handle and the door won't open because the
plastic cable end is broken. I got on the internet and I found that someone had made a Ford
Door Cable Repair Kit that can be used to repair the door cables in a door, hatch, suicide door,
third door, etc, without having to replace or remove the door latches. The kit is pretty affordable
too! Much cheaper than the latches or cables from Ford. I put together this Guide to help
everyone and to show how easy these kits are to install on most ford Vehicles! The following
tools are recommended: torx wrenches, pliers, screwdriver, hammer, drill, punch, file, utility

knife, sandpaper, and hacksaw. Use pliers or a utility knife, making sure to not cut into the black
rubber sleeve on the cable. If cable is damaged a new cable is recommended. Next push the
black rubber sleeve of the cable into the ferrule, pushing it all the way in until it stops. You can
check that it is in all the way by looking through the slot in the ferrule. If you are having trouble
sliding the cable into the slot on the ferrule, you can use a flat blade screw driver and hammer
to gently tap the cable into the connector. Oil and grease based lubricants can also be used to
aid with insertion. If still having trouble you can gently widen the slot with a flat blade
screwdriver and hammer. If cable ferrule is too long to fit on, use a hacksaw to shorten it,
removing length from the small diameter end. Use pliers if needed. Gently squeeze the new end
into the slot. You may need to file the slot opening to achieve a perfect fit between the bracket
slot and the cable end. After the cable is completely in the cable ferrule, push the black rubber
sleeve into the ferrule as far as it will go. Insert the cable ferrule into the latch mechanism and
rotate 90 degrees with pliers to lock it in place. Thanks this is a big help. Haven't got the skills
to juggle a laptop or phone and fix door. Wanted a printed paper version I can have in truck with
me and not worry about breaking something else in the process. This will do nicely. Thanks
again will try to show images of repair later. Question 1 year ago on Step 1. Tip 1 year ago on
Introduction. Forewarned is Forearmed! If the door feels like it's dragging when you open it, it is
on it's way to becoming inoperable. The problem is probably not the cable ends, but rust
forming in the lower latch. I had the problem in my Ranger and bought the cable end kit. By then
both doors were jammed shut and I had to remove the inner panels to access the latches. I
discovered that the cable ends were all intact and the cables themselves were operable. The
passenger side opened easily after I soaked the bottom latch with penetrating oil. I then
removed the latch, flushed it with Brake-Klean and re-lubricated it. It works like new. The
driver's side, another story. The bell-crank the cable pulls on was flopping in the breeze, the
entire trigger mechanism was in the open position but the latch itself was frozen. Question 1
year ago on Introduction. Answer 1 year ago. Don't be fooled by these, they might not fit - even
if they say they will - unless you make major changes to the part. Before you order, take your
door aparts. It might look like the new cam will work but it will not even work on your truck!
Contacting them will result in no reply from them too! Hello, I've been a mechanic for many
years and I've had hundreds of customers come into my shop complaining about broken Ford
door cables and latches. If still having trouble you can gently widen the slot with a flat blade
screwdriver and hammer 6 Repeat the process for the other end. Reassemble parts into the
door. Insert the cable ferrule into the latch mechanism and rotate 90 degrees with pliers to lock
it in place 4 Before re-installing the latch assembly, attach the other end of the cable to the
handle, and test that the latch works properly. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I
Made It! Mick 7 months ago on Introduction. Reply Upvote. Answer Upvote. Joe F Tip 1 year ago
on Introduction. Deeleeben 2 years ago. EricW65 5 years ago. Back door passenger side wont
open the cable is broken at the latch and need to. E rear door latch diagram. Answered by a
verified ford mechanic. Ford e rear door latch assembly diagram. Clicking this will make more
experts see the question and we will remind you when it gets answered. How to replace rear
door latch 09 14 ford f duration. Is there a trick to answered by a verified ford mechanic. Maybe
ford may. Ford e rear door cables ford van cargo. Here is a 3 and 15 minute per end fix. I need
an expanded picture of rear door latch assembly for ford e so i can identify the broken part.
Posted by anonymous on feb 02 The actual hard part in this. Check out free battery charging
and engine diagnostic testing while you are in store. E rear door repair duration. This video is
meant to help someone temporary or permanently solve the rear door latch not opening issues.
Repair latch for e van to a cable repair kit. How they are actuatedhow they are installed. The
little ends that hold the cables in place on ford van latches that connect the handle to the latch
break after they age. How to fix an 04 08 f extended cab stuck rear door for 8. Repair latch for e
van to a cable repair. Ford van door latches. Order ford e door latch cable online today. How do
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door wont open stuck latch duration. Not meant to be criticized but possibly to help someone
with the issue. Repair latch for e van to a cable repair kit duration. Free same day store pickup.
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Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. A defective latch may not fully engage, meaning a door that
appears to be closed could still open while the vehicle is in motion. That gets my attention. And

if you own an F through models or the Super Duty, or you work on them, it should grab your
attention as well. According to Ford, the safety recall is due to a frozen door latch or a bent or
kinked actuation cable in affected vehicles that may result in a door not opening or not staying
closed. Most concerning, of course, is that latch failures could allow doors to fly open while the
automobiles are in motion, posing an obvious danger to drivers and passengers. However, a
defect in the pawl spring tab means that, in freezing temperatures, some trucks could have
latches that do not work properly, according to Ford. In addition to the latches freezing, the
actuation cables can become bent or kinked, which would also cause the door to malfunction.
While Ford says it is not aware of any accidents or injuries because of the door defect, a Ford
repair is necessary for safety. Although no accidents or injuries have been reported because of
the door latch problem, the NHTSA began getting complaints about doors flying open on the
Ford Fiesta back in September of An investigation was begun that eventually expanded to also
include the Fusion and the Lincoln MKZ. According to the NHTSA, complaints about the F and
Super Duty pickups have described occasions when their vehicle doors would not remain
locked and when the driver side door unexpectedly opened while the vehicles were in motion.
Other complaints have noted that in cold weather, the doors malfunctioned both while the cars
were moving and while they were parked. Additionally, owners complained that a properly
latched door could freeze in place and lock them inside their trucks. Ford owners have also
complained about doors kicking back when they tried to shut them and about a door-ajar light
on the dashboard that stayed on all the time. It has previously recalled almost four million
vehicles for door latch problems in six separate recalls since , including 2. In April , Ford issued
a bulletin about F SuperCab and SuperCrew Cab pickups built before March 25 of that year that
might have malfunctioning door latches during or after freezing weather. In November , Ford
sent a bulletin to dealers that warned some Ford F trucks could have latches that became
inoperable in freezing temperatures. The bulletin told dealers to install a rain shield to fix the
problem and to inspect and repair any bent or kinked actuation cables. Despite earlier door
latch recalls, Ford says the latest pickup recall is for a different problem than prior ones.
Owners were notified about the latest recall involving door latches and the need for a Ford
repair beginning in November of The Ford repair that corrects defective door latches involves
the installation of water shields over the door latches, as well as inspecting and repairing door
latch actuation cables. The company will pay for dealers to install these water shi
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elds, as well as for the cable repair. According to Consumer Reports, about one of every four
recalled vehicles on U. Safety issues, such as a door that might randomly fly open while a
vehicle is barreling down the highway, should be a top priority for everyone who owns or
repairs vehicles. And owners and mechanics should not assume cars that are several years old
are off the hook when it comes to recalls. In December of , for example, Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles issued a recall for faulty gear shifters that affected more than a million Ram trucks
dating back to the model. The Consumer Reports Recall Tracker is a convenient way to keep up
with safety recalls such as the one involving Ford pickup door latches. Skip to content. Expert
Auto Repair Tip: Take it from someone who knows Having the online repair manual is a
life-saver when it comes to DIY auto repair and maintenance. Whether you are working on a
Ford , BMW , Dodge , or something more exotic; we probably have the manual you need.

